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1.
1.1

Introduction
Background
Future Mobility Solutions Limited (FMS or the Company) (formerly called Sealegs
Corporation Limited) manufactures amphibious marine craft and amphibious
enablement systems. The Company produces recreational boats, flood rescue and
coastguard amphibious boats and tourism, military and commercial amphibious
marine craft and licences its patented amphibious technology to leading boatbuilders
worldwide.
The Company sold its first amphibious boat in April 2004. Over 1,100 Sealegs marine
craft have now been delivered to customers in 56 countries.
FMS’s shares are listed on the main equities security market (the NZX Main Board)
operated by NZX Limited (NZX). The Company had a market capitalisation of
$22.9 million as at 3 April 2017 and unaudited total equity of $8.7 million as at
30 September 2016.
A profile of the Company is set out in section 4.

1.2

Avenport Investment Corporation
Avenport Investment Corporation (Avenport) is FMS’s largest shareholder. It
currently holds 44,049,864 ordinary shares in the Company (representing 32.75% of
FMS’s total ordinary shares on issue) through its 12.99% direct shareholding and
19.75% shareholding held by its wholly owned subsidiary Future Mobility Systems
Limited (a company incorporated in Mauritius) (FMSL Mauritius).
Avenport is a private equity investment group that was established in 2001 and is
based in Port Louis, Mauritius. The Avenport group holds a diverse array of
investments in the fields of agriculture and environment, innovative transport, new
technologies, sport and real estate. The Avenport group also provides advisory
services for mergers and acquisitions.
The directors of the Avenport group are:
 Mitch Barrett
 Eric Sériès, chair
 St Laurence Management Limited (a professional fiduciary services provider
providing directorship and company secretarial services).
The Avenport group is owned by the Sériès family.

1.3

Sealegs Europe SAS
Sealegs Europe SAS (Sealegs Europe) is the master dealer that currently
represents FMS in continental Europe, Africa and a number of other countries and
territories in the Indian Ocean.
Sealegs Europe has sold a total of 41 Sealegs marine craft in its 6 years of operations
and has provided significant marketing and sales support to the Company in the
regions in which it operates.
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Sealegs Europe is wholly owned by QCPM Group Limited (QCPM), a subsidiary of
Avenport.
A profile of Sealegs Europe is set out in section 5.
1.4

Acquisition of Sealegs Europe
FMS announced on 6 March 2017 that its wholly owned subsidiary Sealegs
International Limited (SIL) will acquire 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe (the
SE Acquisition).
The key terms of the SE Acquisition are:
 SIL will acquire 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe for an effective purchase
price of $1,337,500 (approximately €0.9 million)
 FMS will issue 5,350,000 new fully paid ordinary shares to QCPM as full
consideration for the shares in Sealegs Europe (the QCPM Allotment):
-

the shares will be issued at a price of $0.25 per share

-

the new shares will be issued on terms identical to, and will rank pari passu
with, all of FMS’s existing shares

 the transaction is conditional on shareholder approval
 subject to shareholder approval, settlement is expected to occur around the
end of April 2017.
1.5

Impact on Shareholding Levels
We refer to Avenport, FMSL Mauritius and QCPM collectively as the Avenport
Associates.
The Company’s shareholders not associated with the Avenport Associates (the
Non-associated Shareholders) currently collectively hold 67.25% of the Company’s
ordinary shares on issue.
The QCPM Allotment will result in the Avenport Associates becoming the holder of
35.32% of the Company’s ordinary shares.
Changes in Shareholding Following the QCPM Allotment

Avenport Associates
Non-associated Shareholders
Total

QCPM
Allotment

Current
No. of Shares

%

Post QCPM Allotment
No. of Shares
%

44,049,864

32.75%

5,350,000

49,399,864

35.32%

90,467,931

67.25%

-

90,467,931

64.68%

134,517,795

100.00%

5,350,000

139,867,795

100.00%

This is prior to the issue of any other shares that may be undertaken in respect of 2
further acquisitions that FMS is proposing to make (as discussed in sections 1.6 and
2.3), which will dilute the respective shareholdings of the Avenport Associates and
the Non-associated Shareholders.
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1.6

Special Meeting
The Non-associated Shareholders will vote on an ordinary resolution at the
Company’s special meeting of shareholders on 28 April 2017 in respect of the QCPM
Allotment (resolution 1) (the QCPM Allotment Resolution).
The Avenport Associates are not permitted to vote on the QCPM Allotment
Resolution.
Shareholders will also vote on ordinary resolutions in respect of:
 the issue of 3,566,700 new fully paid ordinary shares to Groupe Marck Holding
(Groupe Marck) at an issue price of $0.25 per share in respect of the
acquisition of a 70% interest in S.A.S Sillinger (Sillinger) (the Sillinger
Acquisition) (resolution 2)
 the issue of up to 4,300,000 new fully paid ordinary shares to one or more
current shareholders of Gemini Marine (Pty) Limited (Gemini) (the Gemini
Shareholders) at an issue price of $0.25 per share in respect of the acquisition
of a 50.1% interest in Gemini (the Gemini Acquisition) (resolution 3)
 the issue of up to 13,400,000 new fully paid ordinary shares to various investors
at an issue price of $0.25 per share to raise capital to satisfy the cash portions
of the purchase price payable under the Sillinger Acquisition and the Gemini
Acquisition (resolution 4).

1.7

Regulatory Requirements
Takeovers Code
Rule 6 of the Takeovers Code (the Code) prohibits:
 a person and that person's associates who hold or control less than 20% of the
voting rights in a code company from increasing their control of voting rights
beyond 20%
 a person and that person's associates holding or controlling 20% or more of
the voting rights in a code company from increasing their control of voting rights
unless the person and that person’s associates comply with exceptions to this
fundamental rule.
One of the exceptions, set out in Rule 7(d) of the Code, enables a person and its
associates that hold or control 20% or more of the voting rights in the code company
to increase their holding or control of voting rights by an allotment of shares if the
allotment is approved by an ordinary resolution of the code company.
The QCPM Allotment will result in the Avenport Associates increasing their
shareholding in the Company from 32.75% to 35.32% (prior to the issue of any shares
under the Sillinger Acquisition and / or the Gemini Acquisition). Accordingly, the
Non-associated Shareholders will vote at the Company’s special meeting on an
ordinary resolution in respect of the QCPM Allotment in accordance with the Code.
Rule 18 of the Code requires the directors of a code company to obtain an
Independent Adviser’s Report on the merits of an allotment under Rule 7(d).
This Independent Adviser’s Report is to be included in, or accompany, the notice of
special meeting pursuant to Rule 16(h).
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NZX Main Board Listing Rules
Listing Rule 7.3.1 (a) of the NZX Main Board Listing Rules (the Listing Rules) states
that no Issuer shall issue any Equity Securities unless the precise terms and
conditions of the specific proposal to issue those Equity Securities have been
approved by separate resolutions (passed by a simple majority of Votes) of holders
of each Class of Quoted Equity Securities of the Issuer whose rights or entitlements
could be affected by that issue.
Listing Rule 6.2.2 (b) requires an Appraisal Report to be prepared where a meeting
will consider a resolution where more than 50% of the Securities to be issued will be
acquired by Directors or Associated Persons of Directors of the Issuer. QCPM is an
Associated Person of FMS director Eric Sériès.
1.8

Purpose of the Report
The Company’s board of directors (the Board) has engaged Simmons Corporate
Finance Limited (Simmons Corporate Finance) to prepare an Independent
Adviser’s Report on the merits of the QCPM Allotment in accordance with Rule 18 of
the Code.
Simmons Corporate Finance was approved by the Takeovers Panel on 2 February
2017 to prepare the Independent Adviser’s Report.
The Board has engaged Simmons Corporate Finance to prepare an Appraisal Report
on the fairness of the QCPM Allotment to the Non-associated Shareholders in
accordance with Listing Rules 6.2.2 (b).
Simmons Corporate Finance was approved by NZX Regulation on 7 February 2017
to prepare the Appraisal Report.
Simmons Corporate Finance issues this Independent Adviser’s Report and Appraisal
Report to the Board for the benefit of the Non-associated Shareholders to assist them
in forming their own opinion on whether to vote for or against the QCPM Allotment
Resolution.
We note that each shareholder’s circumstances and objectives are unique.
Accordingly, it is not possible to report on the merits and fairness of the QCPM
Allotment in relation to each shareholder. This report on the merits and fairness of
the QCPM Allotment is therefore necessarily general in nature.
This Independent Adviser’s Report and Appraisal Report is not to be used for any
other purpose without our prior written consent.

1.9

Currency References
References to $ are to New Zealand dollars.
References to other currencies in the report are to:
 €: Euros
 US$: US dollars.
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2.
2.1

Evaluation of the Merits of the QCPM Allotment
Basis of Evaluation
Rule 18 of the Code requires an evaluation of the merits of the QCPM Allotment
having regard to the interests of the Non-associated Shareholders.
There is no legal definition of the term merits in either the Code or in any statute
dealing with securities or commercial law in New Zealand.
In the absence of an explicit definition of merits, guidance can be taken from:
 the Takeovers Panel Guidance Note on Independent Advisers and the
Takeovers Code dated 11 October 2016
 definitions designed to address similar issues within New Zealand regulations
which are relevant to the proposed transaction
 overseas precedents
 the ordinary meaning of the term merits.
Given that the QCPM Allotment is an integral component of the SE Acquisition, we
are of the view that an assessment of the merits of the QCPM Allotment cannot be
undertaken in isolation and needs to be considered in conjunction with the merits of
the SE Acquisition. Accordingly, we are of the view that an assessment of the merits
of the QCPM Allotment should focus on:
 the rationale for the SE Acquisition
 the terms and conditions of the SE Acquisition, particularly:
-

the purchase price under the SE Acquisition

-

the issue price of the shares under the QCPM Allotment

 the impact of the QCPM Allotment on the control of the Company
 the impact of the QCPM Allotment on FMS’s share price
 the benefits and disadvantages to the Non-associated Shareholders of the
QCPM Allotment
 the implications if the QCPM Allotment Resolution is not approved.
Our opinion should be considered as a whole. Selecting portions of the evaluation
without considering all the factors and analyses together could create a misleading
view of the process underlying the opinion.
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2.2

Summary of the Evaluation of the Merits of the QCPM Allotment
In our opinion, after having regard to all relevant factors, the positive aspects
of the QCPM Allotment outweigh the negative aspects of the QCPM Allotment
from the perspective of the Non-associated Shareholders.
Our evaluation of the merits of the QCPM Allotment is set out in detail in sections 2.3
to 2.9. In summary, the key factors leading to our opinion are:
 the rationale for the SE Acquisition is sound. The SE Acquisition will enable
FMS to directly control the distribution of its Sealegs products in continental
Europe, Africa and a number of other countries and territories in the Indian
Ocean and eliminate the need to pay dealer margins
 the terms of the SE Acquisition are reasonable:
-

we assess the value of Sealegs Europe to be in the range of $671,000 to
$792,000

-

we assess the value of the 5,350,000 shares issued under the QCPM
Allotment to be in the range of $644,000 to $727,000

-

the $686,000 midpoint of the assessed value of the consideration paid (in
the form of the QCPM Allotment) is below the $732,000 midpoint of the
assessed value range of Sealegs Europe and therefore there is no transfer
of value from the Non-associated Shareholders to the Avenport Associates

-

the QCPM Allotment issue price of $0.25 per share is 79% above the
Company’s share price on 3 March 2017 (the business day before the SE
Acquisition was announced)

-

the QCPM Allotment issue price of $0.25 per share is the same as the
issue price for the shares being issued under the Sillinger Acquisition and
the Gemini Acquisition

 the QCPM Allotment will increase the Avenport Associates’ shareholding from
32.75% to 35.32% (prior to the issue of any shares under the Sillinger
Acquisition and / or the Gemini Acquisition). The Avenport Associates’ ability
to influence the outcome of shareholder voting will not increase to any
significant degree. Furthermore, if made, the share issues under the Sillinger
Acquisition and the Gemini Acquisition will decrease the Avenport Associates’
shareholding down to 30.66%, a level marginally below their current level
 the QCPM Allotment will not have any impact on the Avenport Associates’
control over the Board or the Company’s operations
 the dilutionary impact of the QCPM Allotment on Non-associated Shareholders
will be in the vicinity of 4% (prior to the issue of any shares under the Sillinger
Acquisition and / or the Gemini Acquisition)
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to have any negative impact on FMS’s share
price and could possibly have a positive impact as the issue price of $0.25 per
share is significantly higher than the current share price
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to have any material impact on the liquidity of
FMS’s shares in the near term
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to change the attraction of FMS as a takeover
target
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 the implications of the QCPM Allotment Resolution not being approved are that
the SE Acquisition cannot proceed on the terms as currently proposed. This is
likely to have negative implications for the Company as it will hinder the
integration of Sillinger into FMS’s operations. The Board may subsequently
decide to renegotiate the terms of the SE Acquisition (for example, structuring
the consideration in the form of cash rather than the issue of shares), thereby
alleviating the need for shareholder approval. However, we do not consider
this scenario to be in the best interests of the Non-associated Shareholders as
the Company is seeking to preserve its cash reserves to fund its growth
initiatives.
2.3

Rationale for the SE Acquisition
The SE Acquisition forms part of FMS’s strategy to increase its portfolio of brands in
the marketplace and to control the distribution of its products.
On 20 December 2016, FMS announced 2 proposed acquisitions:
 the Sillinger Acquisition – being a 70% interest in Sillinger for €2.1 million from
Groupe Marck SAS. Sillinger is headquartered in France and manufactures
and sells a wide range of crafts under the Sillinger and Rafale brands. It is a
world leading rigid inflatable boat (RIB) manufacturer specialising in the military
and defence sectors. The consideration payable will be €1.5 million of cash
and €0.6 million in the form of 3,566,700 new FMS fully paid ordinary shares
issued at $0.25 per share
 the Gemini Acquisition – being a 50.1% interest in Gemini for US$1.5 million
from the current shareholders of Gemini. Gemini is headquartered in South
Africa and designs and manufactures a wide range of RIBs and inflatable boats
for rescue, military and patrol entities. The consideration payable will be
US$0.75 million of cash and US$0.75 million in the form of up to 4,300,000 new
FMS fully paid ordinary shares issued at $0.25 per share.
We are of the view that the rationale for the SE Acquisition is sound. The SE
Acquisition will enable FMS to directly control the sales of its Sealegs craft in
continental Europe, Africa and various other countries and territories in the Indian
Ocean. It will ensure that FMS has full control of its markets in continental Europe,
Africa and various other countries and territories in the Indian Ocean rather than
relying on a dealer for a portion of its selling activities and will minimise the integration
risks associated with the proposed acquisitions of Sillinger and Gemini. This will help
ensure consistency in its marketing, sales and pricing activities. The Company will
benefit financially by eliminating the need to pay dealer margins on sales and a level
of cost rationalisation is expected to be achieved.
The Board is of the view that the SE Acquisition is preferable to the alternative option
of developing FMS’s own dealer platform in these markets as:
 the cost of developing its own dealer platform is expected to exceed the cost
of the SE Acquisition
 any such development would take a number of years to complete and would
risk the Company losing the substantial network of goodwill and relationships
that Sealegs Europe has built up. The company has developed relationships
with approximately 50 clients, including Société Nationale de Sauvetage en
Mer (the national rescue stations in France) (SNSM) and the French Ministry
of Defence.
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2.4

Terms of the SE Acquisition
The key terms of the SE Acquisition are:
 SIL will acquire 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe for $1,337,500
(approximately €0.9 million)
 FMS will issue 5,350,000 new fully paid ordinary shares at $0.25 per share to
QCPM as full consideration for the shares in Sealegs Europe.
$1,337,500 Purchase Price
Our assessment of the value of the shares in Sealegs Europe is set out in section 6.
In our opinion, the value of 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe is in the range of
€444,000 to €524,000 as at the present date. This equates to $671,000 to $792,000
(based on $1 = €0.662 as at 3 March 2017).
QCPM Allotment
The QCPM Allotment involves the issue of 5,350,000 fully paid ordinary shares at an
issue price of $0.25 per share. This totals $1,337,500.
The $0.25 issue price is the same as the issue price under the Sillinger Acquisition
and the Gemini Acquisition.
In instances where a company is issuing shares to one shareholder and that
shareholder will subsequently hold a significant percentage of the company’s voting
rights – but less than 50% - we consider the market value of the company’s shares
to be the most appropriate basis upon which to evaluate the reasonableness of the
issue price.
Set out in section 4.9 is an analysis of FMS’s share price history from 3 January 2014.
During the period, FMS’s shares have traded between $0.064 and $0.179 at a
volume weighted average share price (VWAP) of $0.111.
The issue price of $0.25 is significantly higher than the Company’s current share
price and VWAP measured over the past one month, 3 months, 6 months and one
year period up to 3 March 2017 (being the business day before the SE Acquisition
was announced).

Source: NZX Company Research
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The $0.25 issue price is between 79% and 133% higher than the prices at which the
Company’s shares have traded.
In our view, the market price at the time of the announcement of the SE Acquisition
represents the best indicator of the value of the shares being issued to QCPM as
consideration for the acquisition of Sealegs Europe. Based on the one month and
3 months VWAP to 3 March 2017 of $0.136 and $0.120, we assess the value of the
5,350,000 ordinary shares to be issued under the QCPM Allotment to be in the range
of $644,000 to $727,000.
Comparison of Purchase Price with Consideration
The midpoint of the assessed value of the consideration paid (in the form of the
QCPM Allotment) of $686,000 is below the midpoint of the assessed value range of
Sealegs Europe of $732,000.

On the basis that the value of the consideration paid is lower than the value of
Sealegs Europe, there is no transfer of value from the Non-associated Shareholders
to the Avenport Associates and therefore we consider the transaction to be fair from
the perspective of the Non-associated Shareholders.
Other Terms
We consider the other terms of the SE Acquisition to be in line with normal
commercial terms for a transaction of this nature.
2.5

Impact on Control
Share Capital and Shareholders
FMS currently has 134,517,795 ordinary fully paid shares on issue. The names,
number of shares and percentage holding of the Company’s 10 largest shareholders
as at 13 March 2017 are set out in section 4.5.
Shareholder Voting
The Avenport Associates currently hold 32.75% of the Company’s shares and
collectively are the largest shareholder in FMS. The QCPM Allotment will result in
the Avenport Associates holding 35.32% of the Company’s shares (prior to any
shares being issued under the Sillinger Acquisition and / or the Gemini Acquisition).
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The Avenport Associates currently have the ability to block special resolutions (which
require the approval of 75% of the votes cast by shareholders). The QCPM Allotment
will not change the Avenport Associates’ ability to influence the outcome of special
resolutions to any significant degree.
At present no single shareholder can control the outcome of an ordinary resolution
(greater than 50% of votes cast) or pass a special resolution. This position will not
change following the QCPM Allotment.
The ability for any shareholder to influence the outcome of voting on the Company’s
ordinary resolutions or special resolutions may be reduced by external factors such
as the Company’s constitution, the Act and the Listing Rules.
Based on the above, we are of the view that the allotment of shares to QCPM under
the QCPM Allotment will not increase the Avenport Associates’ ability to exert
shareholder control over FMS to any significant degree.
Assuming 3,566,700 fully paid ordinary shares are issued to Groupe Marck under the
Sillinger Acquisition, 4,300,000 fully paid ordinary shares are issued to the Gemini
Shareholders under the Gemini Acquisition and 13,400,000 fully paid ordinary shares
are issued to fund the cash component of the Sillinger Acquisition and the Gemini
Acquisition purchase price, the 49,399,864 ordinary shares held by the Avenport
Associates after the QCPM Allotment will represent 30.66% of the Company’s shares
on issue.
Changes in Shareholding Following the QCPM Allotment, Sillinger Acquisition
and Gemini Acquisition
Non-associated
Shareholders
No. of Shares
%
Current
QCPM Allotment
Post QCPM Allotment
Sillinger Acquisition
Gemini Acquisition
Cash component
Post the 3 acquisitions

Avenport
Associates
No. of Shares
%

Total
No. of Shares

90,467,931

67.25%

44,049,864

32.75%

134,517,795

-

-

5,350,000

100.00%

5,350,000

90,467,931

64.68%

49,399,864

35.32%

139,867,795

3,566,700

100.00%

-

-

3,700,000

4,300,000

100.00%

-

-

4,300,000

13,400,000

100.00%

-

-

13,400,000

111,734,631

69.34%

49,399,864

30.66%

161,134,495

Board Control
As stated in section 4.3, the Company has 4 directors, one of whom is deemed to be
an associate of Avenport (Mr Sériès).
We are advised by the Board that the QCPM Allotment is not expected to have any
impact on the composition of the Board or the level of influence that the Avenport
Associates have over the Board.
Operations
We are advised by the Board that the QCPM Allotment is not expected to have any
impact on the level of influence that the Avenport Associates have over the
Company’s operations.
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2.6

Dilutionary Impact
The QCPM Allotment will result in the Non-associated Shareholders' current
collective shareholdings in the Company being diluted by approximately 4% (prior to
any shares being issued under the Sillinger Acquisition and / or the Gemini
Acquisition).
The cumulative effect of the QCPM Allotment and the issue of shares under the
Sillinger Acquisition and the Gemini Acquisition is that the Non-associated
Shareholders’ current collective shareholdings in FMS will be diluted by
approximately 17%.
However, given that the QCPM Allotment issue price of $0.25 per share is almost
double the Company’s share price when the SE Acquisition was announced, the
value of the Non-associated Shareholders’ investment in the Company is unlikely to
be diluted. In other words, the issue price of $0.25 per share should ensure that there
is no value transfer from the Non-associated Shareholders to the Avenport
Associates. Ultimately, the question of any value transfer is likely to be of greater
importance to the holders of small minority parcels than the dilution in their
proportionate voting interest.
We do not consider the dilutionary impact of the QCPM Allotment to be a material
negative aspect for Non-associated Shareholders.

2.7

Impact on Share Price and Liquidity
Share Price
An analysis of FMS’s daily share price and monthly volumes traded since 3 January
2014 is set out in section 4.9.
Details of the SE Acquisition were announced on 6 March 2017. FMS’s closing share
price on 3 March 2017 (the last trading day before the announcement) was $0.14.
Since then, 1,111,095 shares (0.8%) have traded at a VWAP of $0.156 (up to 3 April
2017)
We consider the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to have any material negative effect on
the Company’s share price in the near term. However, as the QCPM Allotment issue
price of $0.25 per share is almost double the share price when the SE Acquisition
was announced, this could potentially have a positive impact on the Company’s share
price.
Liquidity
The average volume of shares traded each month since 3 January 2014 has been
approximately 0.4% of the shares on issue. 6.1% of the Company’s shares have
traded on 133 days in the year up to the announcement of the SE Acquisition on
6 March 2017.
The size of the pool of shares held by the Non-associated Shareholders will not
change as a result of the QCPM Allotment.
In our view, the issue of the QCPM Allotment in itself is unlikely to have a positive or
negative effect on the liquidity of FMS’s shares.
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2.8

Other Issues
Benefits to FMS of Avenport as a Cornerstone Shareholder
Avenport has been FMS’s largest shareholder since 2010 and has provided
significant amounts of new capital to the Company over that period.
The QCPM Allotment will enhance Avenport’s position as an important cornerstone
investor in the Company and further signals its confidence in the future prospects of
FMS.
Non-associated Shareholder Approval is Required
Pursuant to Rule 7(d) of the Code and Listing Rule 7.3.1 (a), the Non-associated
Shareholders must approve by ordinary resolution the QCPM Allotment.
The QCPM Allotment will not proceed unless the Non-associated Shareholders
approve the QCPM Allotment Resolution.
Following the QCPM Allotment, the Avenport Associates will not be able to increase
their shareholding in FMS unless they comply with the provisions of the Code. They
will only be able to acquire more shares in FMS if:
 they make a full or partial takeover offer
 a share acquisition is approved by way of an ordinary resolution of
shareholders
 the Company makes an allotment of shares which is approved by way of an
ordinary resolution of shareholders
 the Company undertakes a share buyback that is approved by the Company’s
shareholders and the Avenport Associates do not accept the offer of the
buyback.
The Avenport Associates will not be able to utilise the creep provisions of the Code.
The creep provisions enable entities that hold more than 50% but less than 90% of
the voting securities in a code company to buy up to a further 5% of the code
company’s shares in any 12 month period.
Unlikely to Change the Likelihood of a Takeover Offer from Avenport
We are not aware of any intention on Avenport’s part to make a takeover offer.
However, if it did have such intent, an increase in its shareholding level from 32.75%
to 35.32% is unlikely to change the likelihood of a takeover offer as the increase in
its level of shareholding is not significant from a control perspective.
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Likelihood of Other Takeover Offers Does not Change
We are of the view that the increase in the Avenport Associates’ shareholding level
from 32.75% to 35.32% is unlikely to reduce the attraction of FMS as a takeover
target to other parties:


any bidder looking to fully take over the Company would need to ensure that
the Avenport Associates would accept its offer, irrespective of whether they
held 32.75% or 35.32% of the voting rights



any bidder looking to make a partial takeover offer for (say) 50.1% of the
Company would want to ensure that the Avenport Associates would accept
its offer to increase the chances of a successful offer, irrespective of whether
the Avenport Associates held 32.75% or 35.32% of the voting rights.

No Significant Change in Business Risk
The SE Acquisition involves FMS acquiring its key distributor in continental Europe,
Africa and a number of other countries and territories in the Indian Ocean and thereby
gaining greater control over its sales in that region. The transaction does not involve
the acquisition of a business that undertakes markedly different operations.
Accordingly in our view, the SE Acquisition will not change FMS’s business risk profile
to any significant degree.
2.9

Implications of the QCPM Allotment Resolution not Being Approved
In the event that the QCPM Allotment Resolution is not approved, then the SE
Acquisition cannot proceed on the terms as currently proposed.
If the SE Acquisition does not proceed, this is likely to have negative implications for
the Company as it will hinder the integration of Sillinger into FMS’s operations. There
will be 2 sales forces operating in France which may possibly not operate in a
co-ordinated manner.
The Board may subsequently decide to renegotiate the terms of the SE Acquisition,
thereby alleviating the need for shareholder approval. For example, if the
consideration was in the form of cash rather than the issue of shares, shareholder
approval would not be required. However, we do not consider this scenario to be in
the best interests of the Non-associated Shareholders as the Company is seeking to
preserve its cash reserves to fund its growth initiatives (including paying the cash
component of the consideration for the Sillinger Acquisition).

2.10 Voting For or Against the QCPM Allotment Resolution
Voting for or against the QCPM Allotment Resolution is a matter for individual
shareholders based on their own views as to value and future market conditions, risk
profile and other factors. Shareholders will need to consider these consequences
and consult their own professional adviser if appropriate.
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3.
3.1

Evaluation of the Fairness of the QCPM Allotment
Basis of Evaluation
Listing Rule 1.7.2 requires an Appraisal Report to consider whether the consideration
and the terms and conditions of the proposed issue of shares under the QCPM
Allotment are fair to the Non-associated Shareholders.
There is no legal definition of the term fair in either the Listing Rules or in any statute
dealing with securities or commercial law in New Zealand.
We are of the view that an assessment of the merits of a transaction is a broader test
than the fairness of the transaction and encompasses a wider range of issues
associated with the transaction. Our assessment of the merits of the SE Acquisition
(including the QCPM Allotment) is set out in section 2.
Our opinion should be considered as a whole. Selecting portions of the evaluation
without considering all the factors and analyses together could create a misleading
view of the process underlying the opinion.

3.2

Evaluation of the Fairness of the QCPM Allotment for the Purposes of Listing
Rule 1.7.2
In our opinion, after having regard to all relevant factors, the consideration and
the terms and conditions of the QCPM Allotment are fair to the Non-associated
Shareholders.
The basis for our opinion is set out in detail in sections 2.3 to 2.9. In summary, the
key factors leading to our opinion are:
 the rationale for the SE Acquisition is sound
 the terms of the SE Acquisition are reasonable
 the Avenport Associates’ ability to influence the outcome of shareholder voting
will not increase to any significant degree
 the QCPM Allotment will not have any impact on the Avenport Associates’
control over the Board or the Company’s operations
 the dilutionary impact of the QCPM Allotment on Non-associated Shareholders
will be in the vicinity of 4% (prior to the issue of any shares under the Sillinger
Acquisition and / or the Gemini Acquisition)
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to have any negative impact on FMS’s share
price and could possibly have a positive impact as the issue price of $0.25 per
share is significantly higher than the current share price
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to have any material impact on the liquidity of
FMS’s shares in the near term
 the QCPM Allotment is unlikely to change the attraction of FMS as a takeover
target
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 the implications of the QCPM Allotment Resolution not being approved are that
the SE Acquisition cannot proceed on the terms as currently proposed. This is
likely to have negative implications for the Company as it will hinder the
integration of Sillinger into FMS’s operations. The Board may subsequently
decide to renegotiate the terms of the SE Acquisition (for example, structuring
the consideration in the form of cash rather the issue of shares), thereby
alleviating the need for shareholder approval. However, we do not consider
this scenario to be in the best interests of the Non-associated Shareholders as
the Company is seeking to preserve its cash reserves to fund its growth
initiatives.
3.3

Voting For or Against the QCPM Allotment Resolution
Voting for or against the QCPM Allotment Resolution is a matter for individual
shareholders based on their own views as to value and future market conditions, risk
profile and other factors. Shareholders will need to consider these consequences
and consult their own professional adviser if appropriate.
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4.
4.1

Profile of FMS
Background
The Company was originally incorporated under the name Thames Securities Limited
on 16 July 1987. Since then it has gone through the following name changes:
 Paladian Securities New Zealand Limited (on 28 March 1988)
 Iddison Group Vietnam Limited (on 17 August 1992)
 Iddison Limited (on 14 May 1998)
 IT Capital Limited (IT Capital) (on 1 December 1998)
 Sealegs Corporation Limited (on 24 December 2003)
 Future Mobility Solutions Limited (on 31 January 2017).
FMS (known as Iddison Group Vietnam Limited at the time) was listed on the NZX
Main Board in October 1994 following the public issue of 7,500,000 shares at an
issue price of $0.75 per share.
The Company’s purpose at that time was as an investment and development
company focused on Vietnam. The Company’s Vietnamese investments focused on
three industries - building products, food/agriculture and gold exploration and
prospecting. The Company also had an investment in the Saigon Water Park which
was sold in 1997.
In April 1999, the Company was restructured as a technology investment venture
capital fund and became IT Capital. It invested in 8 technology businesses between
May 1999 and April 2001 and exited out of the investments by July 2004.
In August 2002, the Company acquired a 70% interest in Sealegs International
Limited (SIL) from interests associated with David McKee Wright and
Maurice Bryham. The remaining shares in SIL were acquired in September 2003.
FMS announced the proposed Sillinger Acquisition and Gemini Acquisition on
20 December 2016 and the SE Acquisition on 6 March 2017.
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The table below summarises the main events in FMS’s history.

4.2

Nature of Operations
FMS’s wholly owned subsidiary SIL has developed a boat with motorised, retractable
and steerable wheels that is able to be driven into and out of the water.
There are 6 amphibious boats currently in production:
 6.1m Sport RIB
 6.1m Sport D-Tube
 7.1m Sport RIB
 7.7m Wide Console RIB
 7.7m Cabin RIB
 Interceptor 9000.
The amphibious boats are manufactured in a 3,000 m2 factory in Auckland’s North
Shore Industrial Estate by a staff of 48 people.
The amphibious boats can reach up to 7 km/h on land and 30 to 35 knots on the
water.
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The main sectors that the Company targets are:
 the recreation market
 the rescue market for flood rescue and civil defence-type applications
 the professional market (for example for use as water taxis, fish farming, tour
operators).
The Company sold its first amphibious boat in April 2004. It produced its 1,000th boat
in September 2015 and has now delivered more than 1,100 marine craft to customers
in 56 countries.
Approximately half of the Company’s production is exported. Key export markets
include:
 United States
 Australia
 United Kingdom
 France
 Indonesia
 Malaysia
 Thailand.
FMS also licences its patented amphibious technology to leading boatbuilders in
New Zealand and overseas. Boat builders have collaborated with the Company to
create amphibious versions of their popular craft as follows:
 Stabicraft 2100 ST
 IKA11
 Terminator 755 Sport Fisher
 Amfibia (under development, available in 2018).
4.3

Directors and Senior Management
The directors of FMS are:
 Mark Broadley
 Wayne Mapp, independent director
 Eric Sériès, chair
 Chris Weir, independent director.
David McKee Wright and Roy Nouhra resigned as directors of the Company effective
31 December 2016.
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SIL’s senior management team consists of:
 David McKee Wright –chief executive officer
 Maurice Bryham – head of design and development
 Damon Jollife – chief operating officer
 Peter Small – global sales and marketing manager
 Paul Cooper – financial controller and FMS company secretary.
4.4

Key Issues Affecting the Company
The main industry and specific business factors and risks that the Company faces
include:
 a reduction in overall market demand for the Company’s products
 the development and commercialisation of new products and technology
 material changes in input costs for manufactured products
 material changes in the value of the New Zealand dollar against other
currencies
 disruption to manufacturing operations by industrial disputes
 product failure
 the inability to retain sufficient skilled employees
 circumvention of the Company’s intellectual property protection (via legal or
illegal means)
 adverse regulatory or legislative changes
 the inability to adequately finance the Company’s operations.

4.5

Capital Structure and Shareholders
FMS currently has 134,517,795 ordinary fully paid shares on issue held by 1,563
shareholders.
The names, number of shares and percentage holding of the 10 largest shareholders
as at 13 March 2017 are set out below.
FMS’s 10 Largest Shareholders
Shareholder

No. of Shares Held

New Zealand Central Securities Depository Limited (NZCSD)
FMSL Mauritius
Avenport
Raphael Chaikin
Brian Taylor
Izard Investments Limited
Kenneth McKee Wright and Christina McKee Wright
Tracy Bryham
Pad Sa
Marco Kleyn
Subtotal
Others (1,553 shareholders)
Total

27,214,282
26,570,040
17,479,824
5,200,000
4,600,000
3,153,628
2,720,000
2,645,000
2,483,836
1,898,483
93,965,093
40,552,7021
134,517,7951

%
20.23%
19.75%
12.99%
3.87%
3.42%
2.34%
2.02%
1.97%
1.85%
1.41%
69.85%
30.15%
100.00%

1 Includes 1,000,000 ordinary shares issued on 31 March 2017
Source: NZX Company Research
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Avenport and FMSL Mauritius collectively hold 44,049,864 shares (32.75%).
NZCSD holds 7,432,896 shares (5.53%) on behalf of Capital Key Holdings Limited,
an entity associated with FMS director Mark Broadley.
4.6

Financial Performance
Summary of FMS Financial Performance
Year to
31 Mar 14
(Audited)
$000
Revenue

Year to
31 Mar 15
(Audited)
$000

Year to
31 Mar 16
(Audited)
$000

6 Mths
30 Sep 16
(Unaudited)
$000

16,783

17,330

18,564

8,364

Gross profit

4,144

3,592

5,300

2,780

EBITDAF

(310)

(1,268)

1,028

650

EBIT

(763)

(1,672)

635

375

NPAT

(833)

(2,396)

508

375

EPS (cents)

(0.75)

(1.82)

0.41

0.27

EBITDAF:
EBIT:
NPAT:
EPS:

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation and fair value adjustments
Earnings before interest and tax
Net profit after tax
Earnings per share

Source: FMS annual reports and interim report for the half year ending 30 September 2016

FMS derives its revenue from the sale of Sealegs craft as well as the sale of original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) hulls fitted with the Company’s technology (eg
Stabicraft) and the sale of amphibious enablement kits.
Gross margin is influenced by product mix, the level of discounting and the extent to
which sales are made by dealer partners (such as Sealegs Europe).
The Company’s net loss increased by $1.6 million to $2.4 million in the 2015 financial
year, largely due to:
 reduced gross margins due to increased discounting as a result of the higher
New Zealand dollar and an increased proportion of sales being made through
the dealer channel
 a $1.6 million increase in expenses, due mainly to $0.5 million of restructuring
costs and $0.6 million of impairment expenses.
FMS’s net profit improved by $2.9 million to $0.5 million in the 2016 financial year,
driven by:
 a 7% increase in revenue. FMS sold 84 Sealegs craft (down from 100 in the
2015 financial year), fitted 14 of its amphibious marine systems to OEM hulls
(compared with one in 2015) and sold 13 of its amphibious enablement kits
(compared with 8 in 2015)
 an improvement in gross margin from 19% to 28%, largely as a result of cost
saving initiatives
 a $1.0 million reduction in operating expenses.
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4.7

Financial Position
Summary of FMS Financial Position
As at
31 Mar 14
(Audited)
$000

As at
31 Mar 15
(Audited)
$000

As at
31 Mar 16
(Audited)
$000

As at
30 Sep 16
(Unaudited)
$000

Current assets

7,747

8,085

8,566

8,813

Non current assets

3,617

3,559

3,680

3,429

Total assets

11,364

11,644

12,246

12,242

Current liabilities

(2,788)

(3,775)

(3,876)

(3,508)

8,576

7,869

8,370

8,734

Total equity

Source: FMS annual reports and interim report for the half year ending 30 September 2016

FMS’s main current assets are inventories, cash and bank balances and trade and
other receivables.
FMS’s main non current assets are intangible assets (mainly in the form of capitalised
development costs) and fixed assets (mainly plant and equipment).
Current liabilities consist mainly of trade and other payables.
FMS had no borrowings as at 30 September 2016.
4.8

Cash Flows
Summary of FMS Cash Flows
Year to
31 Mar 14
(Audited)
$000

Year to
31 Mar 15
(Audited)
$000

Year to
31 Mar 16
(Audited)
$000

6 Mths
30 Sep 16
(Unaudited)
$000

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities

(1,300)

1,080

304

(7)

Net cash from used in investing activities

(1,679)

(1,536)

(576)

(42)

Net cash from financing activities
Net increase / (decrease) in cash held
Opening cash balance
Net foreign exchange differences
Closing cash balance

67

1,570

-

-

(2,912)

1,114

(272)

(49)

3,909

997

2,123

1,787

-

12

(64)

40

997

2,123

1,787

1,778

Source: FMS annual reports and interim report for the half year ending 30 September 2016

Cash used in investing activities relates to development costs and the purchase of
fixed assets.
Cash from financing activities represents proceeds from the issue of shares.
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4.9

Share Price History
Set out below is a summary of FMS’s daily closing share price and daily volumes of
shares traded from 3 January 2014 to 3 April 2017.
FMS Share Price
1,750,000

0.20

1,500,000

0.16
1,250,000

0.14
0.12

1,000,000

0.10
750,000

0.08
0.06

Volumes Traded

Share Price ($)

0.18

500,000

0.04
250,000

0.02

-

0.00
3/01/2014

3/05/2014

3/09/2014

3/01/2015

3/05/2015

3/09/2015

Monthly volume (rhs)

3/01/2016

3/05/2016

3/09/2016

3/01/2017

Closing price (lhs)

Source: NZX Company Research

During the period, FMS’s shares have traded between $0.064 (on 28 August 2015
and 1 September 2015) and $0.179 (on 9 January 2014) at a VWAP of $0.111.
Trading in the Company’s shares is extremely thin. An analysis of VWAP, traded
volumes and liquidity (measured as traded volumes as a percentage of total shares
outstanding) to 3 March 2017 (being the business day before the SE Acquisition was
announced) is set out below.
FMS Share Trading to 3 March 2017
Period

Low
$

High
$

VWAP
$

Volume
Traded
(000)

Liquidity

1 month

0.130

0.140

0.136

419

0.3%

3 months

0.092

0.140

0.120

2,689

2.0%

6 months

0.080

0.140

0.110

4,861

3.6%

12 months

0.070

0.140

0.107

8,112

6.1%

Source: NZX Company Research

Since then, 1,111,095 shares (0.8%) have traded at a VWAP of $0.156 (up to 3 April
2017).
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5.
5.1

Profile of Sealegs Europe
Capital Structure and Shareholders
Sealegs Europe is a French incorporated company based in Paris, France.
The Company’s authorised and issued capital amounts to €25,000.
All of Sealegs Europe’s shares are held by QCPM, which is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Avenport.

5.2

Nature of Operations
Sealegs Europe commenced operations in October 2010.
Sealegs Europe holds the exclusive rights to sell Sealegs craft in France and Africa
(the Territory) under a distribution agreement dated 5 March 2015 (the SE
Distribution Agreement). The agreement is for a term of 2 years and can be
renewed for a further period of 2 years on the basis that Sealegs Europe commits to
purchase 10 craft per year during the new period.
We are advised that by mutual understanding, the Territory extends to include a
number of other countries and territories in the Indian Ocean. Sealegs Europe has
also developed a network of resellers in 11 other countries in Europe.
Sealegs Europe is required to use its best endeavours to promote the sale of Sealegs
craft within the Territory and is responsible for negotiating the contract of sale with
prospective customers. Sales contracts are between the customer and Sealegs
Europe (rather than FMS). Sealegs Europe acquires the Sealegs craft from FMS at
a price based on an agreed discount off the suggested retail price. (The level of the
discount is not disclosed in this report as it is considered by FMS to be commercially
sensitive.)
The SE Distribution Agreement does not prevent FMS from selling directly to
government, military or other similar agencies in the Territory.
Sealegs Europe undertakes approximately 17 marketing events / demonstrations
each year at events such as the Cannes Film Festival, in conjunction with the All
Blacks at the 2015 Rugby World Cup and at locations such as St Tropez, Cap Ferret,
Knokke Le Zoute, Geneva, Ibiza and Paris.
In addition to selling Sealegs craft, Sealegs Europe has recently looked to sell
VOLTEIS® electric 4x4 vehicles.

5.3

Personnel
Jean-Baptiste Salmon is the president of Sealegs Europe.
Sealegs Europe employs one full-time staff member (Charles Ledoux) in a sales
management role. Mr Salmon assists with sales and marketing activities.
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5.4

Financial Performance
Historic
Summary of Sealegs Europe Historic Financial Performance
Year to
31 Dec 13
(Unaudited)
€000
No. of boats sold
Revenue

Year to
31 Dec 14
(Unaudited)
€000

6

13

Year to
31 Dec 15
(Unaudited)
€000
6

Year to
31 Dec 16
(Unaudited)
€000
1

759

1,410

893

248

EBITDA

(120)

136

(14)

(194)

EBIT

(120)

135

(17)

(196)

NPAT

(121)

135

(31)

(196)

EBITDA: Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation
Source: Sealegs Europe unaudited financial statements

Sealegs Europe has sold a total of 41 Sealegs craft between October 2010 and
December 2016.
Sealegs Europe’s revenue has fluctuated depending on the number of Sealegs craft
sold each year.
Historic margins on boat sales are not disclosed in this report as they are considered
by the Company to be commercially sensitive information.
Sealegs Europe’s operating expenses are relatively fixed and have been steady over
the period.
Forecast
Sealegs Europe has provided a forecast for the next 3 years to the EBITDA level (the
SE 3 Year Forecasts). The forecasts are based on expected numbers of boats sold
(by craft type) and the expected net margin achieved on each sale.
Summary of Sealegs Europe Forecast Financial Performance
Year to
31 Dec 17
(Forecast)
€000

Year to
31 Dec 18
(Forecast)
€000

Year to
31 Dec 19
(Forecast)
€000

No. of boats sold

14

17

20

EBITDA

55

99

147

Source: SE 3 Year Forecasts

The key assumptions adopted in the forecasts are:
 14 boats are sold in the 2017 financial year, 17 boats are sold in the 2018
financial year and 20 boats are sold in the 2019 financial year
 an average net margin that is comparable with historic net margins
 operating costs of €100,000 per annum.
We understand that Sealegs Europe has sold 3 boats so far in the 2017 financial year
(including the first 6.1m Sport D-Tube sold to SNSM) and another boat is expected
to be sold in April.
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5.5

Financial Position
Summary of Sealegs Europe Financial Position
As at
31 Dec 13
(Unaudited)
€000
Current assets
Non current assets
Total assets

As at
31 Dec 14
(Unaudited)
€000

As at
31 Dec 15
(Unaudited)
€000

As at
31 Dec 16
(Unaudited)
€000

224

445

485

286

22

4

8

1

246

449

493

287

Current liabilities

(407)

(286)

(534)

(532)

Total equity

(161)

163

(41)

(245)

Source: Sealegs Europe unaudited financial statements

Sealegs Europe’s main assets are trade receivables, deposits and cash at bank.
Cash as at 31 December 2016 amounted to €44,000.
Liabilities consist mainly of trade and other payables and advances from QCPM and
Mr Salmon. Advances as at 31 December 2016 amounted to €192,000.
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6.
6.1

Valuation of Sealegs Europe
Standard of Value
We have assessed the fair market value of 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe.
Fair market value is defined as the price that a willing but not anxious buyer, with
access to all relevant information and acting on an arm’s length basis, would be
prepared to pay to a willing but not anxious seller in an open, unrestricted and stable
market.

6.2

Basis of Valuation
In general terms it is recognised that the value of a share represents the present
value of the net cash flows expected therefrom. Cash flows can be in the form of
either dividends and share sale proceeds or a residual sum derived from the
liquidation of the business.
There are a number of methodologies used in valuing shares and businesses. The
most commonly applied methodologies include:
 discounted cash flow (DCF)
 capitalisation of earnings
 net assets or estimated proceeds from an orderly realisation of assets.
Each of these valuation methodologies is applicable in different circumstances. The
appropriate methodology is determined by a number of factors including the future
prospects of the business, the stage of development of the business and the
valuation practice or benchmark usually adopted by purchasers of the type of
business involved.
The DCF method is the fundamental valuation approach used to assess the present
value of future free cash flows (FCF), recognising the time value of money and risk.
The value of an investment is equal to the value of FCF arising from the investment,
discounted at the investor’s required rate of return.
The capitalisation of earnings method is an adaptation of the DCF method. It requires
an assessment of the maintainable earnings of the business and a selection of a
capitalisation rate (or earnings multiple) appropriate to that particular business for the
purpose of capitalising the earnings figure.
An assets based methodology is often used in circumstances where the assets of a
company have a market value independent of the profitability of the company that
owns them. A valuation based on an orderly realisation of assets is normally
restricted to instances where the investor holds sufficient control to effect a sale of
the assets and / or there is some indication that an orderly realisation is
contemplated.
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6.3

Valuation Approach
We have assessed the fair market value of Sealegs Europe using the capitalisation
of earnings method.
The capitalisation of earnings method that we have applied derives an assessment
of the value of the core operating business, prior to considering how the business is
financed or whether it has any significant surplus assets. This ungeared business
value is commonly referred to as the enterprise value and represents the market
value of the operating assets (i.e. operating working capital, fixed assets and
intangible assets such as brand names, licences, know-how and general business
goodwill) that generate the operating income of the business.
In order to assess the value of Sealegs Europe’s shares, we have added the value
of freely distributable cash and cash equivalents to the company’s enterprise value.
Sealegs Europe has no interest bearing debt.

6.4

Capitalisation of Earnings Valuation
Overview
We have assessed Sealegs Europe’s future maintainable earnings and have
reviewed the market valuation and operational performance of comparable
companies to derive a range of earnings multiples to apply to our assessed level of
maintainable earnings.
Future Maintainable Earnings
The evaluation of maintainable earnings involves an assessment of the level of
profitability which (on average) the business can expect to generate in the future,
notwithstanding the vagaries of the economic cycle.
The assessment of maintainable earnings is made after considering such factors as
the risk profile of the business, the characteristics of the market in which it operates,
its historical and forecast performance, non-recurring items of income and
expenditure and known factors likely to impact on future operating performance.
We have used EBITDA as the measure of earnings. The use of EBITDA and EBITDA
multiples is common in valuing businesses for acquisition purposes as it eliminates
the effect of financial leverage which is ultimately in the control of the acquirer and
also eliminates any distortions from the tax position of the business and differing
accounting policies in respect of depreciation and the amortisation of intangible
assets.
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The table below sets out Sealegs Europe’s reported EBITDA for the past 4 years and
its forecast EBITDA for the 2015 financial year. We have adjusted reported EBITDA
for material non-recurring and non-arm’s length items.
Sealegs Europe EBITDA
Year to
Year to
Year to
Year to
31 Dec 14
31 Dec 15
31 Dec 16 31 Dec 17
(Unaudited) (Unaudited) (Unaudited) (Forecast)
€000
€000
€000
€000
Reported EBITDA

136

(14)

(194)

Adjustments:
Avenport fees
Marketing costs

70
38

30
81

37

Adjusted EBITDA

244

97

(157)

Year to
Year to
31 Dec 18 31 Dec 19
(Forecast) (Forecast)
€000
€000

55

99

147

55

99

147

Source: Sealegs Europe annual reports and SE 3 Year Forecasts

The Avenport fees represent management fees charged to Sealegs Europe by
Avenport which are not on an arms-length basis.
The marketing costs represent marketing activities undertaken by Sealegs Europe
on behalf of FMS but which were not on-charged to FMS. They relate mainly to
various sponsorships and marketing during the 2015 Rugby World Cup.
Sealegs Europe’s adjusted EBITDA has ranged from a loss of €157,000 in the 2016
financial year to €244,000 in the 2014 financial year and it is forecasting EBITDA of
€55,000 in the 2017 financial year, €99,000 in the 2018 financial year and €147,000
in the 2019 financial year

Given the Company’s fluctuating earnings, we have assessed maintainable EBITDA
based on Sealegs Europe’s adjusted EBITDA for the 2014 to 2016 financial years
and forecast EBITDA for the 2017 to 2019 financial years.
Based on this approach, we assess Sealegs Europe’s future maintainable EBITDA
to be in the vicinity of €80,000.
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Earnings Multiple
Actual sales of comparable businesses can provide reliable support for the selection
of an appropriate earnings multiple. In addition, we can infer multiples from other
evidence such as minority shareholding trades for listed companies in New Zealand
and overseas with similar characteristics to Sealegs Europe or transactions involving
businesses in the same industry.
Transaction Multiples
We were not able to identify any recent transactions involving businesses that are
truly comparable with Sealegs Europe.
Trading Multiples
In the absence of truly comparable listed companies, we have reviewed the historic
and prospective EBITDA multiples for 5 companies (including FMS) operating in the
marine craft industry that are listed on the global stock exchanges. This data is set
out in Appendix I.
The marine craft sector companies’ multiples are based on minority trades and as
such do not include any premium for control.

Source: S&P Capital IQ, data as at 3 March 2017

The analysis shows that the historic EBITDA trading multiples range from 9.2x to
15.1x at an average of 12.5x and the prospective EBITDA trading multiples range
from 8.2x to 13.1x at an average of 10.7x.
Conclusion
The marine craft sector companies are significantly larger than Sealegs Europe, have
a more diverse range of operations, report much higher EBITDA margins and are a
much more liquid investment. Accordingly, we are of the view that an appropriate
EBITDA multiple for Sealegs Europe would be lower than that observed for the
marine craft sector companies on average.
We consider an appropriate prospective EBITDA multiple for Sealegs Europe to be
in the range of 5.0x to 6.0x.
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Valuation Conclusion
We assess the value of Sealegs Europe’s existing business to be in the range of
€400,000 to €480,000 as at the present date based on the capitalisation of earnings
method.
Valuation of Sealegs Europe Business
Low
€000

High
€000

80

80

EBITDA multiple

5.0x

6.0x

Value of Sealegs Europe business

400

480

Future maintainable EBITDA

6.5

Valuation of Sealegs Europe Shares
To derive the value of the Sealegs Europe shares, the Company’s freely distributable
cash and cash equivalents are added to the enterprise value and interest bearing
debt and related party payables are deducted.
Sealegs Europe had €44,000 of cash as at 31 December 2016 and no interest
bearing debt.
We understand that the advances from QCPM to Sealegs Europe will not be
assumed by SIL under the SE Acquisition.
We assess the fair market value of 100% of the shares in Sealegs Europe to be in
the range of €444,000 to €524,000 as at the present date. This equates to $671,000
to $792,000 (at $1 = €0.662 as at 3 March 2017).
Valuation of Sealegs Europe Shares
Low
€000
Value of Sealegs Europe business
Cash and cash equivalents
Related party payables
Value of Sealegs Europe shares
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High
€000

400

480

44

44

-

-

444

524
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7.

7.1

Sources of Information, Reliance on Information, Disclaimer
and Indemnity
Sources of Information
The statements and opinions expressed in this report are based on the following main
sources of information:
 the draft notice of special meeting
 the FMS annual reports for the years ended 31 March, 2014 to 2016
 the FMS interim report for the half year ending 30 September 2016
 the Sealegs Europe annual reports for the years ended 31 December, 2013 to
2016
 the SE 3 Year Forecasts
 the draft SE Acquisition share acquisition agreement
 the SE Distribution Agreement
 share price data and shareholder data in respect of FMS from NZX Company
Research and S&P Capital IQ.
During the course of preparing this report, we have had discussions with and / or
received information from the Board, Avenport and FMS’s legal advisers.
The Board has confirmed that we have been provided for the purpose of this
Independent Adviser’s Report and Appraisal Report with all information relevant to
the SE Acquisition that is known to them and that all the information is true and
accurate in all material aspects and is not misleading by reason of omission or
otherwise.
Including this confirmation, we have obtained all the information that we believe is
desirable for the purpose of preparing this Independent Adviser’s Report and
Appraisal Report.
In our opinion, the information to be provided by FMS to the Non-associated
Shareholders is sufficient to enable the Board and the Non-associated Shareholders
to understand all the relevant factors and to make an informed decision in respect of
the QCPM Allotment.

7.2

Reliance on Information
In preparing this report we have relied upon and assumed, without independent
verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information that was available from
public sources and all information that was furnished to us by FMS and its advisers.
We have evaluated that information through analysis, enquiry and examination for
the purposes of preparing this report but we have not verified the accuracy or
completeness of any such information or conducted an appraisal of any assets. We
have not carried out any form of due diligence or audit on the accounting or other
records of FMS or Sealegs Europe. We do not warrant that our enquiries would
reveal any matter which an audit, due diligence review or extensive examination
might disclose.
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7.3

Disclaimer
We have prepared this report with care and diligence and the statements in the report
are given in good faith and in the belief, on reasonable grounds, that such statements
are not false or misleading. However, in no way do we guarantee or otherwise
warrant that any forecasts of future profits, cash flows or financial position of FMS or
Sealegs Europe will be achieved. Forecasts are inherently uncertain. They are
predictions of future events that cannot be assured. They are based upon
assumptions, many of which are beyond the control of FMS and Sealegs Europe and
their respective directors and management. Actual results will vary from the forecasts
and these variations may be significantly more or less favourable.
We assume no responsibility arising in any way whatsoever for errors or omissions
(including responsibility to any person for negligence) for the preparation of the report
to the extent that such errors or omissions result from our reasonable reliance on
information provided by others or assumptions disclosed in the report or assumptions
reasonably taken as implicit.
Our evaluation has been arrived at based on economic, exchange rate, market and
other conditions prevailing at the date of this report. Such conditions may change
significantly over relatively short periods of time. We have no obligation or
undertaking to advise any person of any change in circumstances which comes to
our attention after the date of this report or to review, revise or update our report.
We have had no involvement in the preparation of the notice of special meeting
issued by FMS and have not verified or approved the contents of the notice of special
meeting. We do not accept any responsibility for the contents of the notice of special
meeting except for this report.

7.4

Indemnity
FMS has agreed that, to the extent permitted by law, it will indemnify Simmons
Corporate Finance and its directors and employees in respect of any liability suffered
or incurred as a result of or in connection with the preparation of the report. This
indemnity does not apply in respect of any negligence, wilful misconduct or breach
of law. FMS has also agreed to indemnify Simmons Corporate Finance and its
directors and employees for time incurred and any costs in relation to any inquiry or
proceeding initiated by any person. Where Simmons Corporate Finance or its
directors and employees are found liable for or guilty of negligence, wilful misconduct
or breach of law or term of reference, Simmons Corporate Finance shall reimburse
such costs.
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8.

8.1

Qualifications and Expertise, Independence, Declarations
and Consents
Qualifications and Expertise
Simmons Corporate Finance is a New Zealand owned specialist corporate finance
advisory practice. It advises on mergers and acquisitions, prepares independent
expert's reports and provides valuation advice.
The person in the company responsible for issuing this report is Peter Simmons,
B.Com, DipBus (Finance), INFINZ (Cert).
Simmons Corporate Finance and Mr Simmons have significant experience in the
independent investigation of transactions and issuing opinions on the merits and
fairness of the terms and financial conditions of the transactions.

8.2

Independence
Simmons Corporate Finance does not have at the date of this report, and has not
had, any shareholding in or other relationship with FMS, Sealegs Europe or the
Avenport Associates that could affect our ability to provide an unbiased opinion in
relation to this transaction.
Simmons Corporate Finance has not had any part in the formulation of the SE
Acquisition or any aspects thereof. Our sole involvement has been the preparation
of this report.
Simmons Corporate Finance will receive a fixed fee for the preparation of this report.
This fee is not contingent on the conclusions of this report or the outcome of the
voting on the QCPM Allotment Resolution. We will receive no other benefit from the
preparation of this report.

8.3

Declarations
An advance draft of this report was provided to the Board for its comments as to
factual accuracy, as opposed to opinions, which are the responsibility of Simmons
Corporate Finance alone. Changes made to the report as a result of the circulation
of the draft have not changed the methodology or our conclusions.
Our terms of reference for this engagement did not contain any term which materially
restricted the scope of the report.

8.4

Consents
We consent to the issuing of this report in the form and context in which it is to be
included in the notice of special meeting to be sent to FMS’s shareholders. Neither
the whole nor any part of this report, nor any reference thereto may be included in
any other document without our prior written consent as to the form and context in
which it appears.

Peter Simmons
Director
Simmons Corporate Finance Limited
4 April 2017
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Appendix I
Comparable Companies Trading Multiples
Trading Multiples
Company

Country

Bénéteau S.A.

France

Brunswick Corporation

USA

FMS

New Zealand

MarineMax, Inc.
Marine Products Corporation

Market
Enterprise
Capitalisation
Value
(m)
(m)
€963

€1,176

US$5,481

US$5,415

$19

$17

USA

US$589

US$765

USA

US$376

US$370

EBITDA Multiple
Historic
9.8x

Prospective

PE Multiple
Historic

Prospective

9.1x

39.6x

22.8x

9.2x

8.2x

20.4x

15.1x

13.6x

13.1x

36.4x

20.3x

14.8x

11.3x

22.8x

18.2x

15.1x

11.6x

24.5x

18.6x

Minimum

9.2x

8.2x

20.4x

15.1x

Average

12.5x

10.7x

28.7x

19.0x

Maximum

15.1x

13.1x

39.6x

22.8x

Source: S&P Capital IQ, data as at 3 March 2017

Bénéteau S.A.
Bénéteau S.A. designs, manufactures and sells boats and mobile homes in France, North
America, Europe, the USA, Latin America, Asia and internationally. It provides mono and
multi-hull sailboats, powerboats, yachts and working boats under the CNB Yacht Builders,
LAGOON, Jeanneau, BENETEAU, Wellcraft, Scarab, Glastron, Four Winns, Monte Carlo
Yachts, Prestige, CNB Superyachts and CNB PRO brand names. The company also offers
mobile homes and wooden frame houses and provides related services to facilitate the
purchase and resale of the boats. The company was founded in 1884 and is based in Saint
Gilles Croix de Vie, France. Bénéteau S.A. is a subsidiary of BERI 21 S.A.
Brunswick Corporation
Brunswick Corporation designs, manufactures and markets recreation products worldwide.
The company’s Boat segment offers fiberglass pleasure boats, luxury yachts, yachts and
sport yachts, offshore fishing boats, aluminum and fiberglass fishing boats, pontoon boats
and deck and inflatable boats under the Sea Ray L-Class, Bayliner, Meridian, Boston
Whaler, Lund, Crestliner, Cypress Cay, Harris, Lowe, Princecraft, Master Dealer, Protector,
Quicksilver, Rayglass and Uttern brands. The company’s Marine Engine segment offers
outboard engines, sterndrive propulsion systems and inboard engines, marine electronics
and control integration systems, steering systems, instruments, controls, propellers, trolling
motors, fuel systems, service parts and marine lubricants and integrated, high-speed diesel
propulsion systems to the recreational and commercial marine markets. Its Fitness segment
provides cardiovascular fitness equipment and strength-training equipment, as well as
engages in the billiards business. The company was founded in 1845 and is headquartered
in Lake Forest, Illinois, USA.
FMS
FMS is profiled in section 4.
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MarineMax Inc.
MarineMax, Inc. operates as a recreational boat retailer in the USA. It sells new and used
recreational boats, including pleasure boats such as sport boats, sport cruisers, sport yachts
and other yachts, fishing boats, convertible yachts, motor yachts, ski boats and jet boats.
The company also offers marine parts and accessories that comprise marine electronics,
dock and anchoring products, water sport accessories, engine parts, oils, lubricants, steering
and control systems, corrosion control products, service products, accessories and a line of
boating accessories. In addition, it provides marine engines and equipment and
maintenance, repair and slip and storage accommodation services. The company also
offers new or used boat finance services, arranges insurance coverage, assists in arranging
extended service contracts, provides boat or yacht brokerage services and conducts a yacht
charter business. MarineMax, Inc. was founded in 1998 and is headquartered in Clearwater,
Florida, USA.
Marine Products Corporation
Marine Products Corporation designs, manufactures and sells recreational fiberglass
powerboats for the sportboat, deckboat, cruiser, sport yacht, jet boat and sport fishing
markets worldwide. It provides Chaparral sterndrive pleasure boats, including SSi and SSX
sportboats, Sunesta sportdecks, Signature cruisers, SunCoast sportdeck outboards, Vortex
Jet Boats and Robalo outboard sport fishing boats, as well as H2O Sport and Fish and Ski
boats. The company sells its products to a network of 147 domestic and 85 international
independent authorised dealers. Marine Products Corporation was founded in 1965 and is
based in Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
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